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Introduction: The ligamentous injuries of the knee are increasing owing to the increasing participation in
the sports activities. Anterior cruciate ligament is the most commonly injured ligament in the knee joint.
A number of procedures have been recounted for reconstruction of a broken ACL ranging from open to
arthroscopic technique. In this study, we have used hamstring autograft for ACL reconstruction and fixed
it with endobutton on the femoral end and with interference screw at the tibial end and in addition to this,
cancellous screws or suture wheel was used if required.
Materials and Methods: A total of 15 cases of complete ACL tear were taken for the study. All patients
underwent arthroscopic ACL reconstruction with hamstring graft. All operated patients took Lysholm knee
scoring questionnaire and were reviewed at 6 weeks, 3 months, 6 months and 1 year for assessment.
Results: At the end of 1 year by Lysholm knee scoring, a total of 27% cases reported excellent results, 53%
were good, 13% were fair and 7% obtained poor results. The functional restoration to pre-injury level was
seen in 67% of patients.
Conclusion: We conclude that the usage of hamstring graft for reconstruction of a torn ACL gives
an excellent to good outcome, keeping in mind proper patient selection and an immense role of the
physiotherapy.
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capacity of ACL to heal after it is torn is very poor and is an
important clinical problem. So, reconstruction of the ACL in
patients with ACL tear becomes must to get a functionally
stable knee joint.
In the past, many studies have shown good outcomes
after an ACL reconstruction using autografts and allografts
as well. 5,6 A number of procedures have been recounted
for reconstruction of a broken ACL ranging from open to
arthroscopic technique. 7 For a long time the most common
graft in use was Bone patellar tendon bone (BPTB) graft for
ACL reconstruction. But complications such as inefficient
extensor mechanism of the knee, loss of motion, patellar
fractures and continuous knee pain over anterior aspect
forced surgeons to come out with other sources of graft
retrieval for use in ACL reconstruction. A good alternative

1. Introduction
One of the most commonly injured joint is knee joint
and out of all the ligaments in and around knee, ACL
is one ligament, which is commonly injured and requires
surgical intervention too. 1 The ligamentous injuries of the
knee are increasing owing to the increasing participation
in the sports activities and the other reason being the
road traffic accidents. ACL along with other structures
of the knee, helps in knee stabilisation and aids in
functional congruity. 2,3 An intact ACL prevents the
posterior translation of femur on tibia as well as aids in
managing valgus and rotational forces on knee joint. 4 The
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is use of hamstring graft which prevents the jeopardising of
extensor apparatus as was seen in BPTB graft.
Use of hamstring tendon grafts have given excellent
results in ACL deficient patients undergoing reconstruction
with a proper patient selection. 8 The hamstring tendon graft
is nourished by the surrounding synovial fluid and is a
probable reason that the cells of a quadrupled hamstring
graft survive better than the BPTB graft and gives better
results as compared to latter.
In a meta-analysis done by Biau, et al., in 2007 to obtain
subjective statistics to determine if BPTB or hamstring graft
grant a better functional knee joint as decided by final
overall IKDC scoring and restoration of daily and sports
activity to pre injury level. In the results obtained, functional
outcome had no significant differences when both BPTB
graft and hamstring graft were compared. 9
In contrary to the above meta-analysis, there are
many documentations showing decreased morbidity in
patients undergoing reconstruction with hamstring graft.
In this study, we have used hamstring autograft for ACL
reconstruction and fixed it with endobutton on the femoral
end and with interference screw at the tibial end and in
addition to this, cancellous screws or suture wheel was used
if required.

Table 1:
Mean age
Side involved
Age Group
Sex
Cause
Pain as presenting complain
History of Locking
Findings During Surgery:
Medial Meniscal tear
Lateral Meniscal tear
Isolated Tear of ACL

33.4 years (22-53)
Right (53%)
26-30 years (53%), 21-25
(27%)
Male (80%)
RTA (40%), Sports Activity
(29%)
80% of patients
60% of patients
53% of cases
20% of cases
20%

Table 2:
Outcome
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

Score
Above 95
84-95
65-83
Less than 65

% of Patients
27%
53%
13%
7%

2. Materials and Methods
Ethical clearance was obtained from the institutional
committee. In this prospective study which took place from
August 2016 to July 2018 and the number of cases of
ACL rupture included in our study were 15. Thorough
examination was done to assess the knee instability and
consent was taken for reconstruction with hamstring graft.
All routine blood and radiological investigations were done.
All patients underwent arthroscopic ACL reconstruction
with hamstring graft.
Patients included in study were those with ACL rupture
and a normal contralateral joint, aged more than 18, both
males and females were included. Patients who needed
revision ACL surgery or ACL injury with other intraarticular pathologies such as fractures, multi-ligament injury
or OA knee were excluded. All operated patients took
Lysholm knee scoring questionnaire and were reviewed at
6 weeks, 3 months, 6 months and 1 year for assessment.

Fig. 1: Autologous hamstring graft harvesting

3. Results
The evaluation of the data obtained was done by using
IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, Version 24.0, IBM Corp,
Chicago, IL.
The functional restoration to pre-injury level was seen in
67% of patients.

Fig. 2: Hamstring graft tensioning
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Fig. 3: Pre-op X ray left knee– AP and lateral view

Fig. 6: Post-op complete extension of left knee

4. Discussion

Fig. 4: Pre-op MRI showing complete ACL tear

Fig. 5: Post-op X-ray showing reconstructed ACL with endobutton
and interference screw

In patients with where ACL injury is ignored and not treated
timely, knee disability is worrisome which in turn can bring
upon joint, pernicious consequences if the injury persists.
With the advancements in surgical methods and improved
outcomes, the expectations of patients to return to their
pre-injury levels has put up a lot of burden. In providing
and fulfilling such expectations, graft choice also plays
a major role, out of which, the use of hamstring grafts
is gaining popularity especially the quadrupled hamstring
graft. 4 string hamstring graft has been proven to have better
graft strength and stiffness as compared to patellar tendon
graft.
The morbidity of the donor site is also less when
compared to BPTB graft and additionally decreasing the
risk of patellar fracture too. For a successful outcome
using hamstring autograft, a good and stable initial fixation
is needed which has been achieved with the usage of
endobuttons which has a good pull-out strength.
In our study all the 15 patients underwent ACL
reconstruction using hamstring autograft during the study
period. The graft was fixed with endobutton on the femoral
side while interference screw was used in the tibial
tunnel for fixation with additional strengthening material if
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functional status and knee stability after ACL reconstruction
using either one of the grafts. In this study both the grafts
had comparable results. 13
A prospective randomized comparison between the use
of BPTB graft and hamstring graft, it was seen that patient
had very less discomfort in knee walking test when the latter
was used and had an excellent functional outcome too. 14 A
study by Williams et al. achieved a significant improvement
in the mean scoring post operatively at the end of 2 years.
The score improved from a preoperative value of 55 to 92
post-operatively which had a significant p value. 15 Another
retrospective study reported an excellent outcome of around
96% in patients who underwent arthroscopic reconstruction
of ACL using 4-stranded hamstring graft. 16 Gulick et al.
did a study on 57 patients and achieved a good result;
around 85% of the patients returned to a functional level
comparable to as was before the injury. 17
5. Conclusion

Fig. 7: Post-op 100◦ flexion of left knee

necessary such as suture discs for a better hold.
12 males and 3 females were part of the study with
majority having injury to right knee. In a study by Brown
et al., it was seen that in spite of the female sex being
more prone for getting injured, due to limited exposure to
circumstances in context to the mode and cause of injury, the
incidence is more in males. It was also deduced that the side
of limb involved had no influence in functional outcome. 10
In the knee scoring scale by Lysholm, 27% of the patients
had excellent outcome, 53% good, 13% fair and 7% poor.
In a similar study by Bourke et al. where 143 patients were
included in the study, good or excellent Lysholm score at the
end of one year follow-up was seen in 94% of participants
in the study. 11 In this study 67% of the study participants
returned to pre-injury level while 33% did not return to preinjury level.
In a recent study, very good outcomes for ACL
reconstruction were observed with the use of hamstring
graft, given the surgery being timed well, an appropriate
thickness of the graft used and an excellent protocol for
post-op physiotherapy. A drastic increase in IDKC score
was also seen. 12 The timing of surgery and protocol for
rehabilitation greatly influence the end results.
Kautzner et al. compared the functional outcome of
ACL reconstruction using hamstring graft versus patellar
tendon graft and found significant betterment of the patient’s

From the above results and discussion we conclude that the
usage of hamstring graft for reconstruction of a torn ACL
gives an excellent to good outcome, keeping in mind proper
patient selection and an immense role of the physiotherapy.
A good patient selection and an excellent and adhering
physiotherapy protocol along with the usage of quadrupled
hamstring graft can help in return to full occupational and
recreational activities for most of the patients within few
months after surgery.
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